


 
No way you have too many shoes. 
You have too little space. 

PAYOFF: 
City Self Storage. We have the space you need.  

WHO: Danish self storage company, offering both small and large 
scale storage and known for their red doors. Done while working at 
Sunrise, AD Torsten Engsig.  
 
WHAT: Payoff, outdoor, posters.



COPY:  
I bet it’ll come into fashion again.  
Save it! 

PAYOFF: 
City Self Storage. We have the space you need.



COPY:  
Spare the environment. 
Don’t toss anything. 

PAYOFF: 
City Self Storage. We have the space you need.



Old packaging (left)  
New packaging (right) 

PAYOFF ON PRODUCT: Full of fruit 

WHO: Nikoline juice and soft drinks, Denmark 
WHAT: Outdoor, posters, POS 

Shortlisted at the biggest Danish award Creative Circle Award. 
Done freelancing at BBDO, Denmark with Mikael Furbo & Mika 
Sørensen.



Breakfast 5pm-8pm  

PAYOFF: Ultimate party holiday.  

WHO: Ung Rejs - Young Tours - specializing in summer holidays to 
southern Europe for young people aged 16-26.  
 
WHAT: TVC’s, magazine ads, postcards and outdoor. 

I did this in my early days at Uncle, Grey but it’s still a big favorite of 
mine. AD Rasmus Gottliebsen.



Spookyness-remover 
Hippo kr. 18,80 

If you put the worlds most dangerous animal under your bed,  
you wont have to fear there’s anything else down here.  

With love, Anna & Clara.  

WHO: Søstrene Grene (The sisters Grene). Danish stores that sell 
everything you can imagine. Bits and bops, teddybears, tee, house 
decorations, interior everything and wrapping paper. This is a part of a 
series entitled: Small things that make a big difference. From my days 
at Uncle, Grey. AD Lone Rasmussen.   

WHAT: Posters, POS and catalogues. 



HEADLINE: 
Now you can shop discount goods right until 10 PM  

WHO: KIWI minipris, (KIWI tiny price), a Danish discount supermarket 
who did things slightly differently. 

KIWI had a sharp profile towards families with smaller kids, they had a 
great variation of organic groceries and offered every 4th pack of 
Libero for free.  

WHAT: Everything. Copy driven pages in the sales paper, short blog 
posts from the CEO, newsletters, outdoor, POS, TVC’s and everything in 
between.  

This was a really great challenge, as the retail industry is not know to 
be particularly fun or bold, but KIWI was and we got the chance to do 
some really nice work. From my time at Sunrise. AD Louise Arve & 
Janne Østergaard. 



HEADLINE: 
Dad’s barbecuing again!   

One of numerous sales paper pages.



HEADLINE: 
For all of us not celebrating Valentines Day ...  

Page in sales paper.



All the things you love about Honda,   
only with more wheels.  

WHO: Honda 
 
WHAT: Magazine ad, one-off, introducing two 
new car models. In Denmark Honda is mostly 
popular for their motor bikes.









Why wait until the Christmas party?  
Drop the clothes now.  

PAYOFF: Drop the clothes Denmark  

WHO: Danish TV channel, TV2 + Red Cross  

WHAT: Poster for the channels’ annual fund/clothes raiser titled “Drop 
the clothes now”. In Danish this “Drop” also means to take off, so back- 
translated it’s more like “strip naked”, but in a very sweet and innocent 
way. They did, how ever, ask for something a bit more provocative to 
use in the rest rooms of the bigger Danish companies. 



SPEAK:  

You know the problem ... 
We have the solution.  

The program was sponsored by Mobil2kr.dk 

WHO: Mobil2kr.dk - cellphone2kroners.dk - website selling super 
cheap cellphone at 2 kr. - aprox. 0,2 GBP 

WHAT: Sponsor bumpers before and after TV shows. The platform 
didn’t allow direct sales or suggestions to buy, so we created a 
situation where someone clearly needs a new phone. Done while 
working at Sunrise, AD Jan Majgaard instructor Ragnar Jansson.

https://youtu.be/34ATNM2RbEk


SPEAK:  

You know the problem ... 
We have the solution.  

The program was sponsored by Mobil2kr.dk 

WHO: Mobil2kr.dk - cellphone2kroners.dk - website selling super 
cheap cellphone at 2 kr. - aprox. 0,2 GBP 

WHAT: Sponsor bumpers before and after TV shows. The platform 
didn’t allow direct sales or suggestions to buy, so we created a 
situation where someone clearly needs a new phone. Done while 
working at Sunrise, AD Jan Majgaard instructor Ragnar Jansson.

https://youtu.be/ssO0mbzivPw


WHO: Rejseplanen. The Danish online journey planner.  

WHAT: TVC, posters, signs in public transportation. 
 
With a new set of features on the Journey Planner it had become 
really easy to find your way. Like REALLY easy. Actually, there’s 
only one point where we can’t help you ...  

Done while working at Sunrise, AD Jan Majgaard instructor 
Ragnar Jansson.

https://youtu.be/MuujZHC1eTw




Sun and moon music video, stop motion. Click to watch.

Pippelipop music video, hand animation. Click to watch. 

The Karaokee-tree, Trailerpark festival, click for photos. 

Volunteer art project to create Breast cancer awareness, collaboration with 
Streetheart, for the Danish cancer association. Street art piece and postcards, all 
donated to an online auction. 

26.432 breasts bike by everyday …  
and you moulded me to stare at Tivoli?? 

Loose styrofoam speech bubble held from a statue of famous Danish writer H.C. 
Andersen, situated by one the most trafficked streets in Copenhagen.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dYq2DP27d0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_S7EtpouH8
http://hurrahurra.wordpress.com/2011/09/01/pictures-of-the-karaoke-tree-%E2%84%A2/


1 x CCA shortlist 2013 
1 x AEA diplom 2010 

2 x Cannes Lions bronze 2009 
1 x CCA bronze 2009 
1 x AEA diplom 2009 

1 x EPICA bronze 2009  
1 x Eurobest bronze 2008 

1 x Shortlist Guldkorn 2005  
1 x Shortlist Guldspiren 2004 

  
Danish Digital Award jurymedlem 2018, 2019  

Creative Circle bestyrelsesmedlem 2016 - 2017    
Creative Circle Award jurymedlem 2007, 2008, 2009 


